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is a leading manufacturer 
of doors and door frames 

in the Czech Republic. The roots of this company based 
at Jihlava, Czech Republic, reach as far as 19th Century. 
However the door manufacturing section at this general 
woodworking company was founded in the course of the 
World War II.  In the first couple of years following the War 
this Prochazka’s Family Company expanded its production 
only to see it limited by the Communist Regime which 
later nationalized the whole enterprise. 

A new, literally renaissance period for the SAPELI began 
in 1992 when Jindrich Prochazka successfully re-acquired 
the company during restitution process.  In the following 
years a lot of effort and perseverance was put forth by 
the new management to bring the company up to the 
levels we had become accustomed to in the recent years: 
leadership in the market with label of originality in the 
highest quality. 

Our vision is to deliver products in a quality which exceeds 
the expectations of even the most demanding clients. 
Thanks to the adoption of newest technology we can 
custom make each door in the state of the art design 
and in quality that can meet the highest standards. Our 
domain is doors without compromises which can become 
a jewel of any space. We offer wide variety of reliable and 
functional doors and door frames in a number of shapes 
and dimensions; all features follow needs of our clients. 
The SAPELI brand has for long seized to be a mere door 
manufacturing company as it offers additional assortment 
of related products which attracts an ever expanding 
client base. The most important mission of the company 
remains an absolute satisfaction of its clients.

SAPELI ®



WE ARE THE 
NUMBER ONE 

MANUFACTURER 
OF VENEER 

DOORS

SAPELI selection includes more than one hundred different types of wood.
The newest trend in contemporary interior design is knotty veneer.



The catalogue is valid from 
April 1, 2015 until a new issue 
is published. All rights reserved. 
The use or reproduction of the 
printed and electronic versions 
of this catalogue including and 
not limited to written materials, 
illustrations and drawings, either 
in part or in full is prohibited 
without expressed written 
consent granted by SAPELI, a.s. 
SAPELI, a.s. reserves its right 
to modify the products in 
this catalogue without prior 
notice. The catalogue has 
been published for general 
information purposes only. 
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Before you grab the handle
or how to choose the right door and everything that goes with it
Dear customer, the purpose of this catalogue is to present you with a complete range of aesthetic and functional options of 
our products so that you can easily choose the doors, door frame and all other accessories which will perform flawlessly for 
many years. Please contact your local dealer for more detailed information.

QUANTITY AND DIMENSIONS
First determine how many doors and door frames you need and in what dimensions which 
are based on the rough openings the doors are intended for.
 

SURFACE FINISH
What level of user traffic is going to be your door exposed to? For spaces with high traffic 
which include offices, hospitals and schools the doors in highly resistant HPL and CPL lamin-
ates are recommended; stained doors on the other hand are recommended for luxury hotels. 
Value priced and elegant Sapdecor are especially suitable for residential spaces.  The most 
economical door model for spaces with lower user traffic is Sapelit.  The architects cherish 
the high loss surface finishes combined with concrete or rusted sheet metal. The pinnacle 
of our selection is natural veneers with highly resistant, four-layered surface finishing which 
are loved by many customers. You have not found what you were looking for in our standard 
selection? You will for certain choose from the hundreds of natural and artificial surface 
finishes available in our non-standard selection.  Take into consideration the colour of the 
floor in the space where the doors are to be installed; the floor colour shade should be either 
lighter or darker than the shade of selected door finish.
 

DESIGN
Then focus on selecting a specific model. In each individual model range you have many options 
to select from wide array of the shapes, colour decorations, glass panels, edge finishes, handles 
and other accessories. You can also choose doors with various surface materials available; 
the grain pattern finish is available in both vertical and horizontal orientations. Majority of the 
decorations are available in both vertical and horizontal orientations with the vertical orienta-
tion being a standard. The options are illustrated by a pictogram. In some models the decoration 
orientation is set and marked directly on the door model. Please also specify whether you prefer 
traditional semi-grooved or contemporary designed and technical improved non-grooved doors.

DOOR FRAMES 
The next step is to select the correct door frames depending on the selected doors. Door 
frame selection includes the traditional Normal, contemporary Obtus, elegant, round-edged 
Harmonie, wall-embedded Latente or metal door frames OKZ. The selection includes a new, 
revolutionary designed door frames which are invisibly installed within a wall.
 
DOOR HARDWARE 
You can select the hinges based on either functional or aesthetic criteria. The handle being 
a significant design feature should complement the style of the door. Door hardware signifi-
cantly impacts proper door performance ; not every door handle is suitable for any door. Please 
choose from the selection of SAPELI door handles to ensure compatibility with SAPELI doors.
 

DOOR OPENING METHOD 
There are number of options available when choosing how the door will open. We offer left 
or right swing doors, sliding and bi-fold doors as well as swinging doors that can be standard 
swing, folding or flush with the wall. When ordering sliding doors please include the sliding 
door pocket of your choice.
 

DOORS FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES 
Please select a door style based on the space they are intended for. You may recognize that 
some of the doors in your selection need to be doors with special properties such as bend 
resistant insulated doors, noise attenuated doors, water proof doors, fire proof doors or 
thermally resistant doors that can be utilized in spaces with cooler ambient temperatures 
such as  cold rooms and pantries. Most of our products are available with these special prop-
erties so the doors can blend in pleasantly with the other doors styles in the building.

It is recommended that customers who chose SAPELI doors and door frames 
need to advise their contractor or a builder in the building design 
stage or no later than before the rough construction has been completed.

For customers who already have metal door frames SAPELI offers solutions 
in the form of a metal door frame lining  - OKZ.  Wooden linings for 
metal door frames can be installed with no demolition required and in a very 
short time. In addition customers can also modify the opening systems from 
swivel to sliding or folding.

For young families it is recommended to use hardened glass panels 
for increased safety; the doors with such panels have substantially greater 
strength. In the unlikely event of failure the glass panel disintegrates into small 
fragments which reduces likelihood of injury when compared to traditional glass 
panels.

Please contact your local dealer to assist you with your door or door frame 
selection.

It is recommended that installation of SAPELI doors and door frames is 
performed after the paintwork and flooring has been completed. 
SAPELI doors and door frames are designed to allow clean and fast installation.

When selecting door styles and door opening methods please take into 
account the location of electrical switches and other elements in 
the location the door is intended for.  A correctly selected and installed door 
will not cover a switch or otherwise compromise the daily use of a space when 
being opened. For spaces with limited room it is recommended to select a more 
convenient bi-fold or sliding doors.

Practical tips 
before you begin

1
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 VERTICAL  GRAIN TEXTURE

 HORIZONTAL  GRAIN TEXTURE

 FRAME STYLE VENEER

 ENHANCED WEAR RESISTANCE

 FIRE DOORS

 INSULATED DOORS KLIMA

 

 X-RAY PROOF DOORS

 SOUND-PROOF DOORS

 SECURITY DOORS

 WATER RESISTANT DOORS

 SMOKE-PROOF DOORS

 INSULATED DOORS

PROPERTIES

Symbols 
used throughout the catalogue 
mark the special properties of a product or its 
modifications. The pictogram of the model means that 
the modification or feature is available for some of the 
products. It is not a feature that is available in all model 
variants.

TRADEMARK SAPELI 
SAPELI trademark identifies doors or pattern the structure of which is protected 
by copyrights of SAPELI. The doors and doors which are protected by copyrights of 
SAPELI are marked by a symbol ®.

VENEER

CPL

SAPELIT

GLOSS

PAINTED

SOLID 
WOOD

SAPDECOR

DESIGNER

LIVRE

HPL

SURFACE FINISHES
VENEER - a high-quality natural material with a natural wood texture in the thickness of 0.6 mm. Veneer is distinguished for 
its inherent and subtle differences in colour and pattern which symbolizes beauty and bloom of natural materials. Due to this 
characteristic the actual color and pattern of the veneer may vary from those depicted in the catalogue. The difference in shade is 
probable within individual components of a complete set. Four coats of high-resistant varnish protect the veneer surfaces.

CPL LAMINATES - a medium-pressure treated laminate in thickness of 0.2 mm. This material is resistant to wear and tear; 
it is also resistant to the effects of general purpose detergents and disinfectants. CPL laminate is suitable for high traffic 
areas such as businesses and family homes with small children and pets.

HPL LAMINATE FINISHES - a high-pressure treated laminate in the thickness of 0.8 mm. This material offers high 
resistance to wear and tear; its advantage is ease of maintenance and high resistance to general purpose detergents and 
disinfectants used in health care. It is especially suitable for spaces with very high traffic such as medical facilities, schools, 
manufacturing spaces, sports facilities, supermarkets and such.

SAPELIT® – value priced in natural wood-like finishes which combines UV hardened and resistant material with digital print 
applied on doors and on door frames surface foil. This material is suitable for standard indoor usage. The major advantages 
of this material  are higher than normal wear resistance and low price.

High gloss finishes - a luxury surface finish providing ease of maintenance. It is also available in a deep gloss and a matt 
finishes.

Painted finishes - a surface finish coated by paint in the colour selected from RAL schedule.

Solid wood - material for all nature lovers; it offers rich colors and varied texture. The appearance of this natural material is 
inimitable. Solid wood is distinguished by its uniqueness and diversity.

LIVRE - a material made of solid wood with accentuated uniqueness and diversity. It consists of laminated layers in various 
dimensions and thicknesses.

SAPDECOR® – the most advanced material in flawless wood veneer imitation. The spectacular finish was achieved using 3D 
press nanotechnology. The material is both visually appealing and smooth to the touch. The products have uniform finish on 
all of their components and are suitable for all residential applications.

DESIGNER FINISHES - cutting-edge design finish that can satisfy even the most challenging demands for visual appeal 
and wear resistance. This finish is sought-after by interior designers and architects as it provides high fidelity imitation of 
natural materials.
 
KARTON - specialty finish which can be further modified using standard interior paint or wallpaper.KARTON

The selection of specific door qualities depends on particular door model.
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

 The number of combinations 
that Akord door line allows is 

astonishing. Moulding trim can 
be selected from various material 
surface finishes: high gloss, matt, 

CPL metal-laminate and solid wood.

DOOR  model 15  
 veneer padauk
DOOR FRAME Normal
 veneer padauk

DOOR model 95  
 veneer american oak
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white pattern G90
DOOR FRAME Normal
 veneer american  
 oak

DOOR  model 97  
 veneer wenge 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white pattern M92
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer wenge

DOOR  model 12  
 veneer american maple
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer american maple

DOORS  
models 16 and 96
natural veneer oak horizontal
embedded trim profile A1

GLASS PANEL 
Sapelux white
pattern G90

DOOR FRAME  
Normal
veneer european oak

DOOR HANDLE  
Trinity

A2

A1

B1

A
ko

rd
VENEER
PAINTED

A
ko

rd

    10 11 12 15 16 17  

 40 45 90 91 92 95 96 97   

 10 11 12 15 16 17 

 40 45 90 91 92 95 96 97

 10 11 12 15 16 17 

 40 45 90 91 92 95 96 97
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

Alegro doors will allow you 
to create an impeccably 

harmonious set of combinations 
of  embedded inlay and 

Design M4 door handle in the 
appropriate wood finish.

DOOR model 15  
 veneer american  
 maple 
 inlay strip veneer  
 wenge
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer wenge

DOOR  model 20  
 veneer american  
 cherry 
 inlay strip veneer  
 european maple
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer american  
 cherry

DOOR  model 10  
 veneer american walnut 
 inlay strip veneer  
 european maple
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer american walnut

DOOR  model 40  
 veneer pear 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white 
 inlay strip veneer  
 wenge
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer pear

DOOR  
model 10
veneer american walnut horizontal    
inlay strip veneer european maple

DOOR FRAME  
Obtus 
veneer american walnut

HANDLE  
Design M4

A
le

gr
o

A
le

gr
o

VENEER

    10 15 20 40 45 50  

 10    15  20        40 45   50

10 15 20 40 45 50

 10 15 20 40

10 15 20 40 45 50

 10 15 20 40
 45 50 45 50

10 15 20 40 45 50

 10 15 20 40

10 15 20 40 45 50

 10 15 20 40

10 15 20 40 45 50

 10 15 20 40
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

DOORS  
models 43 and 10  
white porous painted 
finish

GLASS PANEL 
screen transparent

DOOR FRAME  
Normal
white porous painted 
finish

HANDLE  
Kvadra

DOOR model 20  
 veneer american  
 walnut
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer american  
 walnut

DOOR  model 35  
 veneer bubinga 
 glass panel Pavé  
 white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer bubinga

DOOR  model 41  
 veneer ash 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer ash

DOOR  model 30  
 CPL beech texture 
 glass panel  
 transparent tree  
 bark
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL beech  
 texture

Bergamo door line belongs to a 
group of traditional models the 

style of which will not fade away 
for many years to come. Nowadays 

the Bergamo door line is particularly 
cherished by the enthusiasts of 

recently revived retro-style.

Be
rg

am
o

VENEER
PAINTED
CPL
SAPDECOR

Be
rg

am
o

    10 15 16 20 25 28

 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

 40 41 42 43 47 50 55 56 57 58 59

 40 41 42 43 47 50 55 56 57 58 59

 10 15 16 20 25 28 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37           38

 40 41 42 43 47 50 55 56 57 58 59

 10 15 16 20 25 28 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37           38

 40 41 42 43 47 50 55 56 57 58 59

 10 15 16 20 25 28 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37           38
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

DOORS  
model 15
natural veneer cherry horizontal

DOOR FRAME  
Harmonie Normal
veneer american cherry

HANDLE  
Design M4

Bonalana doors bring a 
combination of veneer’s 

natural beauty and 
solid wood trims with 

an optional embedded 
polycarbonate sheet.

O2

O4

O1

Bo
na

la
na

Bo
na

la
na

VENEER

 11 12 13 15

 11 12 13 

 11 12 13 15 

DOOR model 11  
 natural veneer  
 cherry
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer american  
 cherry 
TRIM  O4

DOOR  model 11  
 veneer beech
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer beech 
TRIM  O1

DOOR  model 12  
 natural veneer  
 walnut
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer american  
 walnut
TRIM  O1

DOOR  model 15  
 natural veneer walnut
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer american walnut 
TRIM  O4
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

DOOR  
model 15
veneer european maple
squares veneer american 
walnut

DOOR FRAME  
Normal
veneer european maple

HANDLE  
Design M4

Damier model line allows you to 
select from various wood types. 

By doing so you can create 
either subtle or vivid design 

element of your space. Virtually 
the sky is the limit here. 

 

D
am

ie
r

D
am

ie
r

VENEER

    10 11 12 15 16 17

 60 61 62 65 66 67

 10 11 12 15 16 17 60 61 62 65 66 67

 10 11 12 15 16 17 60 61 62 65 66 67

DOOR model 15  
 veneer european  
 walnut
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer european  
 walnut

DOOR  model 67  
 veneer american  
 cherry 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white
 DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer american  
 cherry

DOOR  model 12  
 veneer european  
 maple
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer american  
 walnut

DOOR  model 66  
 veneer silver zebrawood 
 glass panel Sapelux white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer silver zebrawood
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

DOOR  
model 64
sliding pocket doors 
veneer polensko plum

GLASS PANEL  
Sapelux white

DOOR FRAME  
Normal
veneer polensko plum

EMBEDDED HANDLE  
Embedded hard-edged metal 
handle

Domino doors represent 
simplicity, playfulness, 

functionality and unique 
character. Contemporary 

construction and design are 
guarantee of its high utility value. 

DOOR model 73  
 veneer american oak 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer american  
 oak

DOOR  model 63  
 CPL walnut texture 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL walnut texture

DOOR  model 63  
 CPL white pearl 
 glass panel   
 Sapelux white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 CPL white pearl

DOOR  model 71  
 CPL walnut texture 
 glass panel Sapelux white
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL walnut texture

D
om

in
o

D
om

in
o

VENEER
PAINTED
CPL
SAPDECOR

    61 63 64 71 73
 61 63 64 71 73
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

24

El
eg

an
t

El
eg

an
t

DOOR  
model 60  
Sapdecor plum

GLASS PANEL  
Sapelux white

DOOR FRAME  
Normal 
Sapdecor plum

HANDLE 
Trinity

Are you looking for doors for a 
sparsely furnished space? Please 

consider model line Elegant which 
features simple looks and clean 

designs. A wide selection of 
surface finishes and their structural 

properties provide Elegant door 
with flexibility of use in all kinds of 
interiors and thus make this model 

line one of the most versatile doors 
on the market.
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

DOOR model 60  
 design lava stone 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 CPL metal-fiberglass

DOOR  model 10  
 white smooth  
 painted finish
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 white smooth  
 painted finish

DOOR  model 10 
 veneer zebrawood
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer zebrawood

DOOR  model 10 
 high gloss red finish
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 CPL metal-fiberglass

DOOR  model 10 
 high gloss white finish
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 CPL metal-fiberglass

DOOR  model 10 
 Livre oak
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer american oak

DOOR model 33  
 CPL white smooth 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL white smooth

DOOR  model 10 
 veneer premium   
 indian apple
DOOR FRAME Obtus  
 veneer premium 
  indian apple

DOOR  model 10 
 Sapdecor oak
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 Sapdecor oak

DOOR  model 10 
 Design rusted metal sheet
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 Design rusted metal sheet

DOOR  model 60 
 CPL cherry texture 
 glass panel Sapelux white
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL cherry texture

DOOR  model 10 
 CPL teak texture
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL teak texture

DOOR  model 60 
 veneer american oak 
 glass panel Sapelux white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer american oak

DOOR  model 55 
 CPL wenge texture 
 glass panel Sapelux white
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL wenge texture

DOOR  model 10 
 veneer premium  
 bamboo caramel
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer premium  
 bamboo caramel

DOOR  model 10 
 Sapdecor olive grey
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 Sapdecor olive grey

DOOR  model 71 
 HPL white painted finish 
 glass panel Sapelux white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 HPL white painted  
 finish

   10 13 30 31 32 33 40 50 55

  61 63 64 71 73 74 81 83 84 91   93  94

 60 65
 10 13 30 31 32 33 40 50 55 60 65 

 61 63 64 71 73 74

 10 13 30 31 32 33 40 50 55 60 65 

 61 63 64 71 73 74

 10 13 30 31 32 33 40 50 55 60 65 

 61 63 64 71 73 74

small window with an 
embedded solid wood 

trim 3,4,5

double-sided small window 
with visible decorative screws

double-sided small window
with stainless steel frame

 10 13 30 31 32 33 40 50 55 60 65 

 61 63 64 71 73 74

 10 13 30 31 32 33 40 50 55 60 65

 61 63 64 71 73 74 81 83 84 91 93 94

Elegant model 10 can 
now be combined with 
model line Mera.

 10 13 30 31 32 33 40 50 55 60 65 

 61 63 64 71 73 74

El
eg

an
t

VENEER
PAINTED
CPL
SAPDECOR
SAPELIT
GLOSS
HPL
KARTON
DESIGNER

El
eg

an
t
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

H
an

um
®

H
an

um
®

VENEER 
CPL 
HPL 
GLOSS 

DOOR  
model 21
veneer beech

DOOR FRAME  
Normal
veneer beech

TRIM  
Hanum 23, 22

HANDLE  
Promo

At the beginning there was a 
brilliant idea by an industrial 

design student which was further 
developed by the SAPELI design 

team. At the end an attractive door 
line Hanum was born. The particular 

advantage of this door line is its 
utilization as a wall hanger set.

    11 12 13 21 23

 25 26 28 60 65

 11 12 13 21 23 25 26 28 60 65 

 11 12 13 21 23 25 26 28 60 65 

Every Hanum door model can be dressed with any of the available trim styles (hooks layout).  
For doors dressed with multiple trims the trim selections can be mixed and matched.

For models 21, 23, 25, 26, 28 the order of embedded trims styles commences at the door 
hinge side (order of the hooks on a trim).

Models 25 feature an embedded mirror panel.

DOOR model 60  
 veneer zebrawood 
 glass panel  
 Sapelux white 
 trim 24
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer zebrawood

DOOR  model 26  
 veneer padauk 
 trims 33, 13, 22 
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer padauk

DOOR  model 12 
 veneer zebrawood 
 trim 23
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer zebrawood
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

H
ar

m
on

ie

H
ar

m
on

ie

VENEER
LIVRE
CPL
SAPDECOR

Elegance, grace, harmonious  
contemporary design and 

fine workmanship can best 
characterize the Harmonie 
door line. Harmonie doors 

are an exclusive designer’s 
creation which will provide 

a breath of fresh air to your 
space in the form of the most 

sophisticated 
architectural trends.

DOOR  model 10 Praktik  
 CPL white smooth
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL white smooth

DOOR  model 40  
 veneer pear 
 glass panel Pavé blue
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer pear

DOOR  model 82 
 CPL plum texture 
 glass panel  
 Sapelux white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 CPL plum texture

DOOR  model 31 
 veneer pear
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer pear

DOOR  
Harmonie 81
Sapdecor elm

GLASS  
Sapelux white

DOOR FRAME  
Normal 
Sapdecor elm

HANDLE  
Kvadra

    10 11 20 21  25 26 30 31 35 36

 50 51 55 56 60 61 65 66

 35 36 65 66 25 26 55 56

 30 31 60 61 20 21 50 51

 10 11 40 41

 35 36 65 66 25 26 55 56

 30 31 60 61 20 21 50 51

 10 11 40 41

 35 36 65 66 25 26 55 56

 30 31 60 61 20 21 50 51

 10 11 40 41

 35 36 65 66 25 26 55 56

 30 31 60 61 20 21 50 51

 10 11 40 41

 35 36 65 66 25 26 55 56

 30 31 60 61 20 21 50 51

 10 11 40 41

 35 36 65 66 25 26 55 56

 30 31 60 61 20 21 50 51

 10 11 40 41

 35 36 65 66 25 26 55 56

 30 31 60 61 20 21 50 51

 10 11 40 41

 35 36 65 66 25 26 55 56

 30 31 60 61 20 21 50 51

 10 11 40 41

 10 90 91 92 93 

 40 80 81 82 83 

 10 masiv livre 40 masiv livre

 10 90 91 92 93 

 40 80 81 82 83 

 10 masiv livre 40 masiv livre 10 90 91 92 93 

 40 80 81 82 83 

 10 masiv livre 40 masiv livre

 80 81 82 83 90 91 92 93  10  
solid wood 

livre

40  
solid wood 

livre

 10 90 91 92 93 

 40 80 81 82 83 

 10 masiv livre 40 masiv livre

 35 36 65 66 25 26 55 56

 30 31 60 61 20 21 50 51

 10 11 40 41

 40 41

 35 36 65 66 25 26 55 56

 30 31 60 61 20 21 50 51

 10 11 40 41
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

Ku
bi

ka
VENEER
SAPDECOR

Ku
bi

ka

The Kubika model line reflects 
the saying: „simplicity is the real 

beauty“. These doors are free 
of many distracting elements 

thus are able to highlight their 
fine cubic shaped lines. 

DOOR model 22  
 veneer american  
 cherry
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer american  
 cherry

DOOR  model 48  
 veneer beech 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer beech

DOOR  model 44  
 Sapdecor olive grey 
 glass panel  
 Sapelux white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 Sapdecor olive grey

DOOR  model 13 
 Sapdecor elm
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 Sapdecor elm

DOOR  
model 46
Sapdecor oak

GLASS PANEL  
Float transparent

DOOR FRAME  
Obtus
Sapdecor oak

HANDLE  
Design M4

    10 12  13  14    16    18      21       22

 40 42 43 44 46       48        51      52

 10 12 13 14 16 18 21 22 40 42 43 44 46 48 51 52

 10 12 13 14 16 18 21 22 40 42 43 44 46 48 51 52
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

DOORS  
models 10 and 40  
CPL white smooth  
Inlay strip veneer american 
walnut

GLASS PANEL  
Float transparent
pattern M47

DOOR FRAME  
Normal
CPL white smooth

HANDLE  
Linum

CLADDING  
Kompakt

DOOR model 16 
 CPL white smooth
 inlay strip veneer american  
 walnut 
 gliding system Minima

DOOR  model 40  
 veneer european walnut 
 inlay strip high gloss  
 white finish
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer european walnut

The exceptionality of this door line 
is accentuated by a fine strip which 

visually connects with the interior 
design. You can choose both door 
surface finish and material of the 

strip according to your personal taste.

DOOR  model 10  
 high gloss cappuccino

DOOR FRAME  Aktive

Li
nu

m
®

Li
nu

m
®

VENEER 
PAINTED 
CPL 
GLOSS

    10   40 16 46 10 40 16 46 
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DOORS  
models 13 and 43 
white smooth painted 
finish
sliding pocket doors 

DOOR FRAME  
Normal
white smooth 
painted finish

EMBEDDED HANDLE  
Linum

Lotos door line provides 
combination of elegant 
metal strips in silver or 

black finishes with wide 
variety of surface finishes.

Lo
to

s®

Lo
to

s®
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

DOOR model 16  
 veneer wenge
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer wenge

DOOR model 14 
 high gloss red finish
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 CPL metal-fiberglass   

DOOR  model 43  
 veneer polensko plum 
 glass panel Satinato blue 
 pattern GN43
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer polensko plum

DOOR  model 12 
 CPL white smooth
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 CPL white smooth

DOOR  model 18 
 CPL sour cherry texture
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL sour cherry texture

DOOR  model 84  
 veneer bubinga 
 glass panel Satinato white 
 pattern GN53
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer bubinga

DOOR  model 93 
 veneer american  
 walnut
DOOR FRAME Harmonie Obtus 
 veneer american  
 walnut

DOOR  model 58 
 veneer silver oak 
 glass panel Satinato blue 
 pattern GN58
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer silver oak

DOOR  model 52  
 white smooth  
 painted finish 
 glass Satinato white 
 pattern GN44
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 white smooth painted finish

DOOR  model 16 
 high gloss metal
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 CPL metal-fiberglass

DOOR  model 12 
 veneer bubinga
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer bubinga

DOOR  model 93 
 CPL wenge texture
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 CPL wenge texture

DOOR  model 18  
 CPL sour cherry texture
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL sour cherry texture

DOOR  model 42  
 CPL sour cherry texture 
 glass panel Sapelux white
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL sour cherry texture

DOOR  model 82 
 CPL wenge texture 
 glass panel  
 Sapelux white 
 pattern G82
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 CPL wenge texture

DOOR  model 91 
 veneer wenge
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer wenge

DOOR  model 84 
 CPL wenge texture 
 glass panel Satinato white 
 pattern GM84
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 CPL wenge texture

DOOR model 14  
 white smooth  
 painted finish 
DOOR FRAME  Obtus  
 white smooth  
 painted finish

DOOR  model 92 
 CPL wenge texture 
DOOR FRAME Obtus  
 CPL wenge texture

DOOR  model 18 
 veneer bubinga 
DOOR FRAME Obtus   
 veneer bubinga

DOOR  model 48 
 veneer bubinga  
 glass panel  
 Santiato white 
DOOR FRAME  Obtus  
 veneer bubinga

DOOR  model 94 
 CPL wenge texture
DOOR FRAME  Obtus  
 CPL wenge texture

DOOR  model 81 
 CPL wenge texture  
 glass panel Satinato white 
DOOR FRAME Obtus  
 CPL wenge texture

DOOR  model 92  
 white smooth painted  
 finish 
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 white smooth painted  
 finish

Lo
to

s®

VENEER 
PAINTED 
CPL 
GLOSS

Lo
to

s®
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

Functionalist style 
introduced an era of 

simplicity and grace in 
Europe of 1930’s; Mera 

door line design has been 
inspired by this style.

DOOR  
model 44 
double wing gliding doors 
wall mounted
CPL white ash texture

GLASS PANEL  
Float transparent

EMBEDDED HANDLE  
Circle

Model line Mera is 
suitable for combining 
with model line Elegant.

M
er

a

M
er

a

VENEER
PAINTED
CPL
SAPDECOR
SAPELIT

 44 45 46 48 54 55 56 58 64 65

příčka lišta 80 mm

příčka lišta 50 mm

 66 68 74 75 76 78 84 85 86 88

 44 45 46 48 54 55 56 58 64 65

 66 68 74 75 76 78 84 85 86 88

 44 45 46 48 54       55        56      58 64 65 44 45 46 48 54 55 56 58 64 65

příčka lišta 80 mm

příčka lišta 50 mm

 66 68 74 75 76 78 84 85 86 88

 44 45 46 48 54 55 56 58 64 65

 66 68 74 75 76 78 84 85 86 88

 66 68 74 75 76       78        84      85 86 88

DOOR model 65  
 CPL cherry texture 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL cherry texture

DOOR  model 84  
 Sapdecor elm 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 Sapdecor elm

DOOR  model 46  
 CPL ash texture 
 glass panel 
 Sapelux white
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL ash texture

DOOR  model 54 
 Sapdecor olive grey 
 glass panel Sapelux white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 Sapdecor olive grey
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.
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VENEER 
CPL

DOOR model 10  
 veneer padauk
DOOR FRAME Metalik

DOOR model 10 
 veneer african walnut
DOOR FRAME Metalik

DOOR  model 40  
 glass panel Satinato  
 white  
 pattern M97P
DOOR FRAME Metalik

DOOR  model 11 
 veneer arctic   
 walnut
DOOR FRAME Metalik

DOOR  
model 40

GLASS PANEL  
Float transparent

DOOR FRAME  
Metalik

HANDLE  
London

Metalik door line design is defined 
by application of aluminium 

profiles in its structure. This line 
is particularly suitable for both 

contemporary interiors as well as 
spaces with elevated humidity. 

    10 11 40 10 11 40
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

N
ot

e®

N
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VENEER 
PAINTED

DOORS  
models 14 and 44  
white smooth painted finish

GLASS PANEL  
Planibel blue

DOOR FRAME  
Normal
white smooth painted finish

HANDLE  
Terry

DOOR model 13  
 veneer american  
 maple
DOOR FRAME Harmonie Obtus 
 veneer european  
 maple

DOOR model 59 
 veneer silver oak 
 glass panel Sapelux white 
 pattern GN59
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer silver oak

DOOR  model 44  
 sliced veneer  
 bubinga 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white 
 pattern GN44 
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 sliced veneer  bubinga

DOOR  model 92 
 veneer american  
 maple
DOOR FRAME Harmonie Obtus 
 veneer european  
 maple

    10 11 12 13 14 16 18 19

 40 41 42 43 44 46 48 49 50 51 52 53

 54 56 58 59 81 82 83 84 91 92 93 94

 10 11 12 13 14 16 18 19 40 41 42 43 44 46 48 49 50 51 52 53  54 56  58 59 81 82 83 84 91 92 93 94

 10 11 12 13 14 16 18 19 40 41 42 43 44 46 48 49 50 51 52 53  54 56  58 59 81 82 83 84 91 92 93 94

 10 11 12 13 14 16 18 19 40 41 42 43 44 46 48 49 50 51 52 53  54 56  58 59 81 82 83 84 91 92 93 94

Uniform milled lines of the 
Note doors will bring purity of 

a harmonious space to your 
interior. When furnished with 

a glass panel insert a game of 
optical illusion can begin.
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

DOOR model 47 
 veneer madagascar 
 glass panel wood
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer madagascar

DOOR  model 49  
 CPL maple texture 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL maple texture

DOOR  model 38 
 white smooth  
 painted finish 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer beech

DOOR  model 28 
 CPL ash texture
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL ash texture

DOOR  
model 49  
white smooth painted finish

GLASS PANEL  
Sapelux white

DOOR FRAME  
Normal 
veneer beech

HANDLE  
Design M4

Sw
in

g

Sw
in

g

VENEER
PAINTED 
CPL
SAPDECOR

    11 13 15 17 18 19 21 23

 31 33 35 37 38 39 41  43 45 47 48 49

 11 13 15 17 18 19 21 23

 25 27 28 29 31 33 35 37

 38 39 41 43 45 47 48 49

 11 13 15 17 18 19 21 23

 25 27 28 29 31 33 35 37

 38 39 41 43 45 47 48 49

 11 13 15 17 18 19 21 23

 25 27 28 29 31 33 35 37

 38 39 41 43 45 47 48 49

 11 13 15 17 18 19 21 23

 25 27 28 29 31 33 35 37

 38 39 41 43 45 47 48 49

 25 27 28 29

 11 13 15 17 18 19 21 23

 25 27 28 29 31 33 35 37

 38 39 41 43 45 47 48 49

The inter-war period brought 
changes in society that influenced 

trends in architecture, furniture 
design and fashion as well as in 

other artistic disciplines. This style 
of the 1930’s era is  perfectly 

reflected in Swing door line.
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.
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VENEER

DOOR model 10 
 veneer pear
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer pear

DOOR model 50 
 veneer american walnut 
 glass panel Sapelux white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer american walnut

DOOR  model 55 
 veneer european  
 maple 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer european  
 maple

DOOR  model 10  
 veneer satin walnut
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 european maple

DOORS  
models 10 and 50
natural veneer oak

GLASS PANEL  
Sapelux white

DOOR FRAME  
hidden aluminum door frame 
SAP

HANDLE  
Maximal

    10 40 50 55

 10  40 50 55

 10 40 50 55 10 40 50 55

 10 40 50 55 10 40 50 55

The chess board pattern created 
when combining square pieces 
finished with directly opposed 

veneer grain is designed to satisfy 
everyone who wants their interior 

be enhanced by the original 
beauty of the Tarugo door line.
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

Te
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VENEER 
PAINTED

DOOR  
model 10
veneer knotty oak

DOOR FRAME  
Obtus 
veneer knotty oak

HANDLE  
Design M4

Tenga door line is a design that 
offer timeless combination of 

asymmetrically oriented veneers 
and fractured and reflected light 

illusions. This door is designed 
for dynamic and stylish customer.

    10 12 13 15 16 20 25 35

 40 41 42 43 45 46 50 55 57 62 67

 10 12 13 15 16 20 25 35 40 41 42 43 45 46 50 55 57 62 67

 10 12 13 15 16 20 25 35 40 41 42 43 45 46 50 55 57 62 67

DOOR model 10 
 veneer satin walnut
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer european maple

DOOR  model 55 
 veneer padauk 
 glass panel Sapelux  
 white
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer padauk

DOOR  model 35  
 veneer silver ash 
 glass panel digiglass  
 panel 
 pattern DT13 (custom)
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer silver ash

DOOR  model 15 
 veneer american  
 walnut
DOOR FRAME Obtus 
 veneer american  
 walnut
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

Ve
ne

ci
a

Ve
ne
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a

VENEER 
PAINTED
CPL
SAPELIT

DOORS  
models 50 and 20  
white porous painted finish

GLASS PANEL 
Planibel bronze

DOOR FRAME  
Normal
white porous painted finish

HANDLE  
Mondeo

DOOR model 40 
 veneer alder 
 glass panel   
 Satinato bronze
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer alder

DOOR  model 41 
 white smooth  
 painted finish  
 glass panel silk white
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer white smooth

DOOR  model 10  
 CPL walnut texture
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 CPL walnut texture

DOOR  model 57  
 veneer birch 
 glass panel Sapelux white
DOOR FRAME Normal 
 veneer birch

Graceful shapes of Venecia door 
line can particularly compliment 

the classic interiors. The extensive 
range of models available in both 

natural and artificial surface 
finishes satisfy every customer.

    10 15 16 20 25

 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

 40 41 42 43 50 55 56 57

 10 15 16 20 25 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

 40 41 42 43 50 55 56 57

 10 15 16 20 25 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

 40 41 42 43 50 55 56 57

 10 15 16 20 25 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

 40 41 42 43 50 55 56 57
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Contemporary design, quality 
and safety are features that 
characterize all-glass doors. 

They can become impressive 
elements in residential 

spaces, offices, stores and 
other buildings. Tempered 

glass panels have high 
impact resistance and offer 

reduced risk of injury.

DOOR  
Sapglass  
sliding pocket doors 

GLASS PANEL
Float transparent
pattern PJ04

DOOR FRAME  
Obtus
veneer european maple

HANDLE  
HK 400

F                                    G                                                           H

B                                              L   C

A                                 D                      M                                                          Q

B                                                          L                        C

A                                                        D                                                 M              Q

D1                                  D2

F                                    G                                                           H

B                                              L   C

A                                 D                      M                                                          Q

B                                                          L                        C

A                                                        D                                                 M              Q

D1                                  D2 Single wing  
doors

F                                    G                                                           H

B                                              L   C

A                                 D                      M                                                          Q

B                                                          L                        C

A                                                        D                                                 M              Q

D1                                  D2

F                                    G                                                           H

B                                              L   C

A                                 D                      M                                                          Q

B                                                          L                        C

A                                                        D                                                 M              Q

D1                                  D2

 Single wing doors

F                                    G                                                           H

B                                              L   C

A                                 D                      M                                                          Q

B                                                          L                        C

A                                                        D                                                 M              Q

D1                                  D2

F                                    G                                                           H

B                                              L   C

A                                 D                      M                                                          Q

B                                                          L                        C

A                                                        D                                                 M              Q

D1                                  D2

French doors
 B                    K                  C  A     D                         M                                Q

 B                          K                                       C

F                                    G                                                           H

B                                              L   C

A                                 D                      M                                                          Q

B                                                          L                        C

A                                                        D                                                 M              Q

D1                                  D2

 A                                D                                       M                                          Q

Individual door sidelights and transoms

 F       G                                H 

French  
doors
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Door handle SQUARE

Door handle BASIC 1

Door handle BASIC 2

Door handle BASIC 4

Door handle MOON

Door handle TWIST

Door handle BASIC 3

Types of 
door handles

Door lock BARI lockless

Door lock BARI standard

Door lock BARI mortise lock

Types of 
locking 
mechanisms

Types of 
door locks

Door lock VENEZIA  lockless

Door lock GENOVA lockless

Door lock BARI lockless

Types of 
hinges

Hinge BARI

Hinge GENOVA

Hinge VENEZIA

GN43 GN44 PJ01 opaque

PJ02 PJ03 PJ06 PJ07 PJ08

PJ12PJ17

Sa
pg

la
ss

®

Sa
pg
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ss

®
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Door frame NORMAL  
for non-grooved style 
doors
The non-grooved type doors are designed for 
customers who look for uniformity of the door 
to door frame.

Door frame 
NORMAL  
for semi-grooved 
style doors
Normal Door frame line made from 
45 degree angle cut lining profiles 
are most suitable for standard 
SAPELI door lines.

Door frame 
OBTUS  
for semi-grooved 
doors
This  lining type door frame is a “butt 
connected” link between the top 
horizontal and vertical trims in the 
door frame. This subtle detail will 
elevate appearance of the Obtus 
door frame when connected with 
the SAPELI door to an attractive 
architectural feature of your space. 

Door frame OBTUS  
for non-grooved 
doors
For those who choose non-grooved door style is 
the Obtus door frame lines the best solution.

Door frame 
HARMONIE NORMAL
Door frame HARMONIE is distinguished by its elegant 
lining profile, so called “soapy” profile.  
The profile is available for other type of frame 
models other then door frames Harmonie. Door 
frame HARMONIE NORMAL is available for both semi- 
grooved and non-grooved style door applications.

Door frame 
HARMONIE OBTUS
Door frame harmonie obtus is available for both 
semi- grooved and non-grooved style door 
applications.

Door frame LATENTE  
type OBTUS non-grooved
The LATENTE door frame is sometimes called the 
“hidden door frame, or shadow mould” because  its 
outline is at the same level as the outline 
of the surrounding wall.

Door frame METALIK
SAPELI has developed an aluminium profile door 
frame which can be combined with wooden or 
aluminium profile doors.

SOLID door frame 
type NORMAL, OBTUS
for non-grooved door applications
Solid door frames can be mounted in clean building 
openings. The resulting look of such installation is 
compact and harmonious.

D
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Door shells

Applicable for WALK-THROUGH, REVOLVING, GLIDING, PIVOTING, ACCORDION types door frames 
except door frames LATENTE

Door frame for door HARMONIE

order dimensions 
(b4 x h4)

door shell 
(b1 x h1)

inner door frame dimensions 
(b2 x h2)*

inner door frame dimensions 
(b2 x h2)

w x h (mm) w x h (mm) w x h (mm) w x h (mm)

600 x 1970 700 x 2020 760 x 2047 780 x 2057

700 x 1970 800 x 2020 860 x 2047 880 x 2057

800 x 1970 900 x 2020 960 x 2047 980 x 2057

900 x 1970 1000 x 2020 1060 x 2047 1080 x 2057

1250 x 1970 1350 x 2020 1410 x 2047 1430 x 2057

1450 x 1970 1550 x 2020 1610 x 2047 1630 x 2057

1650 x 1970 1750 x 2020 1810 x 2047 1830 x 2057

1850 x 1970 1950 x 2020 2010 x 2047 2030 x 2057

The height of door frame shell is to be measured after the flooring has been finished (hardwood, tiles, carpet).
* Applicable for liner width of 65 mm.
Sizes listed in the table above are valid in Czech Republic only.

Metal door frames 
Metal door frames are divided into two 
groups: security and standard.
Security type door frames are used with 
SAPELI security doors as well as with all 
other special purpose applications. 
Standard door frames are used for all special 
purpose applications and combinations 
thereof except security applications.

Door frames are available:
- one-piece wall mounted 
- two-piece overlay mounted (semi-grooved, 
non-grooved , double semi-grooved)    

DIMENSIONS of doors and door shells

Door frame OKZ – metal lining
type of door frame NORMAL, OBTUS  
The door frame OKZ is specifically designed for use in remodelling projects of 
existing concrete buildings but can be applied elsewhere.  If your space is already 
fitted with a metal door frame and it is your desire to re-fresh its look SAPELI offers 
a simple solution. SAPELI metal door frame can be installed quickly and without 
demolition over an existing door frame. The OKZ door frame can be supplied for 
swing, sliding, lamella and through doors. Before ordering OKZ door frames it is 
recommended to consult with your builder who will verify true fit of the existing 
door frame in order to install the new door frame with desired results.

BEFORE AFTER

Hidden 
aluminium 
door frame 
SAP
Modern minimalist design 
solution offers interior perfect 
blend of the doors and the 
wall.
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

FLUSH -WITH -THE -WALL –  
SWINGING DOORS
Swinging doors open in reverse; i.e. towards the door frame. 
These doors are both pleasing in appearance as they achieve 
door-to-wall surface uniformity and safe especially when they 
are mounted in the narrow hallways.

STANDARD DOORS
Standard doors are one of the oldest styles of door opening methods and thanks 

to the continuous development throughout the years this method became one of 
the most perfected of all.  It allows superb door to door frame seal and offers 

wide variety of options including those for special use doors. The spatial demand 
has grown over the years (by approx. 0.8 m2) but if you choose the glass featured 
models or mount it within various glass panel walls the spaces it is installed in can 

be optically expanded and interconnected.
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DOUBLE-ACTING DOORS ERGON 
Ergon is a door opening mechanism that combines “swivel and slide” actions in one single mechanism to 

reduce the spatial utilization when compared to the classic swivel doors (spatial utilization is reduced 
by approx. 40%). The door opening mechanism is comfortable as it enables door operation in outward 

direction thus significantly assists handicapped persons in their mobility.   D
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

PIVOTING DOORS
Pivoting doors have special hinges giving the operator the convenience to 

open the door on both sides however at cost of requiring more space 
for its safe operation. Their major advantage is that they can be opened by 
a mere push while having a self-closing mechanism. These types are commonly 
used in restaurants, hospitals and similar establishments with increased traffic. 

For added safety we recommend the swing doors be fitted with glass to 
prevent potential collisions. 

WALL FOLDING DOORS  
COMPACK
Introducing door opening mechanism which offers reduction in spatial 
requirement by up to 50% which enables its users to improve effective space 
utilization surrounding it.

FOLDING DOORS
When selecting folding doors customers have essentially two options to choose from: folding 
or accordion type doors. In terms of spatial requirements both these types of doors 
belong to the most efficient. A typical folding door wing is constructed with panels that 
combine sliding and revolving movements. 

FOLDING DOORS have all panels in the same width and protrude within one space only. 
These doors are available in both solid and glass panel finish. 

ACCORDION TYPE DOORS have first panel one half narrower than the one next to it so they 
protrude to both spaces when opened.

GLIDING DOOR MINIMA 
A new generation of gliding door hardware with exceptional features: design, 

functionality (quiet movement ), safety (reduced potential of head injuries  especially for 
children achieved thanks to its soft finish). The hardware can be used in both wooden and glass 

panel doors. It offers modern and sleek appearance accompanied by door closing action. 

SINGLE GLIDING DOORS, WALL 
MOUNTED 

Wall mounted gliding doors are the simplest of solutions which do not involve any 
construction activity while maintaining high spatial efficiency requiring 

only 0.1 m2 of space. 

SINGLE GLIDING DOORS POCKET 
MOUNTED 
If you are not opposed to more advanced space remodelling SAPELI offers pocket 
gliding doors. This door type has an all metal mechanism which consists of glide rails 
and glide mechanism.  The complete mechanism is built-in directly into a wall or partition. D
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The complete selection of door surface finishes is available on pages 86-103.

GLIDING DOORS AKTIVE AND EMOTIVE 
This is a door style ideal for contemporary spaces which offers versatility in an exceptional design. The 
difference when compared to pocket doors is subtle. It consists of gliding mechanism installed in a pocket that 
is specifically prepared for walls with no door frames. 

AKTIVE is a clean door solution without a visible door frame.

In system EMOTIVE the rough opening is lined with subtle and practical aluminum trim.

GLIDING DOORS AVANZA ZERO  
AND AVANZA HEAVY
A new and compact gliding system which offers simple and compact design,  
variety of applications (glass panel or solid wood doors; hardware both 
wall mounted or ceiling mounted) and perfected mechanism including soft 
dampening which ensures easy and safe door operation.

Gliding system AVANZA ZERO
A simple and compact door system for door wings in weight of less than 40 
kg. The hardware comes in brushed SS finish for both single and double door 
for either glass panel or wooden applications.

Gliding system AVANZA HEAVY
A gliding system for heavy duty applications. This system can be equipped 
with sidelight and thus create all-glass door appearance. The hardware 
comes in brushed SS finish for both single and double door for either glass 
panel or wooden applications.

GLIDING DOORS 
AVANZA ONE
A contemporary and compact fully dampened 
hardware system. It is available in combination with 
wooden or aluminum top frame piece. The doors 
with this system can be locked. It is available for 
all door model lines both in solid and glass panel 
finishes. If locking function of the hardware is not 
required the gliding mechanism can be provided 
without the landing post. Landing post is necessary 
for all lockable applications. 
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1/  Overlay door frame is available in both semi-grooved  and non-grooved 
styles of NORMAL, OBTUS, HARMONIE NORMAL, HARMONIE OBTUS.

2/  Solid door frame is available in both semi-grooved and non-grooved styles 
of NORMAL and OBTUS.

3/  Solid door frame EI30 is fire proof up to 30 minutes; they are available in 
semi-grooved and non-grooved styles  NORMAL and OBTUS, EI/EW30. Glass 
thickness is 17 mm.

4/  Solid door frame EI75 is fire proof up to 30 minutes; they are available in 
semi-grooved and non-grooved styles NORMAL and OBTUS, EI/EW15 and 
EI15/EW30. Sound proof up to 32dB. Glass thickness is 9 mm.

SAPELI offers a wide 
selection of sidelights, 
transoms or individual 

transoms. Sidelights 
and transoms are not 

only highly aesthetically 
appealing but also practical 

as they can optically 
expand a room or a hallway.

 A B K C D M

 E N O P Q I J L

 F G H

Standard version   
of the side skylight
with a fixed bottom. 

Version of the side 
skylight without  
a fixed bottom   
(we recommend using 
toughened glass).

Version of the side 
skylight with  
a bottom frame. 
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    Z2                                    Z3

Transom Glatt is an 
impeccable solution not only 
for contemporary residential 

interiors but also for office 
spaces. It accentuates the door 
and can optically increase the 
space it is installed in. Newly 

available is a transom  designed 
for both Harmonie standard 

door line and Harmonie door 
with double-action door 

mechanism.

1K 
Compact laminate 
board => aligned 
surface texture direction

STANDARD 
2K – CPL laminates, HPL laminate 
finishes, laminate boards veneer 
made individually   
=> surface texture direction is not 
aligned; transom surface texture 
in the opposite direction

STANDARD 
2K – CPL laminates, HPL laminate finishes, 
laminate boards veneer made individually  
=> surface texture direction is not aligned; 
transom surface texture in the opposite 
direction

VARIABLE 
2K – Horizontal grain veneer 
laminate boards veneer made 
individually => surface texture 
direction is not aligned; transom 
surface texture in the same 
direction

VARIABLE 
2K – Vertical grain veneer 
laminate boards veneer made individually 
=> surface texture direction is not aligned; 
transom surface texture in the same 
direction

DOOR  
Harmonie 40  
transom Glatt Z3
solid wood livre oak

GLASS PANEL
Sapelux

DOOR FRAME  
Harmonie Normal 
veneer american oak

HANDLE  
Design M4
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The selection process of 
apartment main entrance 

door type deserves 
particular attention. These 

doors represent not only 
its owner’s aesthetic taste 

but also need to conform 
to an array of standards 
such as security and fire 

resistance.

Tenga 

    10 12 13 15 16 20 25
 10 12 13 15 16 20 25 35 40 41 42 43 45 46 50 55 57 62 67

Swing 

    21 23 25 2 7 28 29 11 13 15 17 18 19 21 23

 25 27 28 29 31 33 35 37

 38 39 41 43 45 47 48 49

 11 13 15 17 18 19 21 23

 25 27 28 29 31 33 35 37

 38 39 41 43 45 47 48 49

Elegant 

    10 10 13 30 31 32 33 40 50 55 60 65 

 61 63 64 71 73 74

Tarugo 

    10 10 40 50 55 10 40 50 55

Venecia 

    10 20 10 15 16 20 25 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

 40 41 42 43 50 55 56 57

 10 15 16 20 25 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

 40 41 42 43 50 55 56 57

Damier

    10 11 12 15 16 17 10 11 12 15 16 17 60 61 62 65 66 67

Alegro

    10 15 2010 15 20 40 45 50

 10 15 20 40

Bergamo 

    10 20

 40 41 42 43 50 55 56 57

 10 15 16 20 25 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

 40 41 42 43 50 55 56 57

 10 15 16 20 25 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

SAPELI can offer 
you house main 
entrance doors as 
well.
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A door type selected must meet not 
only aesthetical but also functional 
standards. If you expect the doors 

to provide you with a long-term and 
reliable utility its structure must 

conform to the space it is intended 
for while delivering all required 

features. With SAPELI your aesthetic 
desires that you seek in door do not 

need to be compromised as all special 
doors can have all their features 

and functions aligned to achieve 
harmony of the desired design.

Apartment main entrance doors
Doors to your residence can incorporate not only fireproof, smoke proof and security 
attributes but can also offer thermal and sound insulation. In addition a quality sill will 
prevent heat loss thought the door. The doors can be assembled in such fashion that the 
interior door side matches the design of other doors in the space while the exterior door 
side will match the design of doors on the outside.

Doors to bedrooms and kids rooms
Doors to these spaces must be above all sound proof which can reach up to 42dB. You 
will certainly  appreciate this feature if you have small children but also when your 
children reach musically obsessed teen age.

Bathroom, kitchen, pantry doors
The doors in these spaces are often exposed to moisture which can cause the doors 
to be deformed or bent. SAPELI special doors are assembled with quality stiffeners and 
aluminum foil which cannot be seen by a naked eye yet offers reliable protection from 
moisture damage.

Indoor pools, wet rooms or other moisture 
prone spaces 

These spaces should be separated by so called water resistant doors. The structure 
of these doors contains special materials that are water resistant and have thermal 
protection qualities. 

Workspace doors
The special doors for these spaces should conform to the activity that the space is used 
for. As an example SAPELI has recently delivered, to the pleasure of the whole family, 
sound proof doors for a space used by a well-known rock star. In another example an 
entrepreneur has ordered SAPELI special doors with enhanced resistance to forcible 
entry. 

Doors for attic and garage
There are doors that need to withstand high thermal differential. For such spaces 
you can choose doors with thermally resistant finish which provide excellent thermal 
insulation. Fire resistant doors with thermal insulation are often used in garages. 

DOOR  
Elegant 10 
thermally resistant finish
HPL Egger maple

DOOR FRAME  
Normal 
HPL Egger maple

HANDLE  
Jameson
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FIRE & SMOKE-PROOF DOOR SYSTEM
SAPELI designs are not only tested and proven by a long-term service but also by strict manufacturing attestations. SAPELI fireproof door systems consist 
of SAPELI fireproof doors that can be mounted in either a SAPELI fireproof door frame or a SAPELI fireproof frame glass panel wall or a metal door frame 
which ensures compliance with legal and technical requirements for a fireproof door system. SAPELI fire seals are tested for mounting in light applications 
(fireproof drywall) and heavy applications (brick and mortar). The material these seals are made of meets the fireproof standards EI (EW) 30 DP3; EI (EW) 15 
DP3) and smoke proof standards Sa and Sm. It also meets sound proof standards of 37 DB and thermal insulation klima (up to KLIMA III rating) as 
well as Class 2 security standards. 
 
Even in this highly technical and specific area SAPELI customers do not need to compromise on their aesthetic desires since SAPELI fireproof systems are 
available in all model line finishes.  
Fireproof glass walls SAPELI are available in solid frame type assembly and in all appropriate for this type surface finishes.. 

THERMALLY INSULATED DOORS KLIMA
Thermally insulated doors Klima need to be selected appropriately to its intended application. Therefore SAPELI developed doors in a variety of structures suitable 
for apartments, family homes, industrial buildings, general use and medical facilities. In order to ensure a product or a system serves its purpose and does not 
develop or promote defects or damage in the future it is recommended to select doors appropriate for climatic conditions at its intended location. Thermally 
insulated doors Klima II and Klima III have a special construction which contains an aluminum layer which prevents moisture from penetrating the door 
material.

DIVISIONS OF KLIMA DOORS
Klima l. (a)   A type of interior door in a standard meeting requirements of this category.
Klima Il. (b)   Doors intended for separation of spaces in mid-grade temperature differences ( i.e. bathrooms, storage rooms, heat moderated hallways and 

stairwells).

Klima IIl. (c) Doors intended for transit from non-heated spaces (garages, basements, lobbies and such).

WATER RESISTANT DOORS
Water resistant doors are ideal for installation in a wet or moisture prone spaces. The doors and door frames are made of special material which ensures the doors 
create a waterproof barrier in spaces where water or moisture is generally present such as pools, basements, food processing plants and other similar spaces.

SOUND-PROOF DOORS
Noise can be a highly disturbing factor in the workplace and at restful times. To 
alleviate this concern SAPELI offers sound-proof standard doors marked by a 
symbol in each of the model lines listed in the catalogue. 
The doors are specially assembled with sound-proof accessories.  With this type 
of doors a high utility comfort can be achieved in rooms where a quiet 
environment is required such as bedrooms and study rooms. The door can be 
mounted in a wooden lining door frame or a door frame marked in the catalogue by 
a pictogram as well as in a metal door frame in which case a special seal must be 
used. The value of SAPELI sound-proof doors can reach 27, 32, 37 and 43DB.

THERMALLY RESISTANT DOORS 
These doors and door frames are suitable for spaces with cold ambient temperature 
such as attics, cellars, cold rooms, freezers and other different technical spaces. This 
type of doors offer excellent thermal insulation and can be used for maintaining either 
cold or warm ambient temperatures. Thermal gradient of solid doors including door 
frames is U=0.84 W/m2K.

SECURITY SAPELI DOORS 
SAPELI promotes safety and security of its customers and their property. The door 
surface decoration can be selected by customers in finishes available for standard 
SAPELI doors. The door and door frame set is equipped with 3D adjustable hinges. The 
safety mechanism is produced in standard meeting fire resistance EI 30 and EI 45. All 
types of doors are tested and certified to meet all the legislative and technical 
building code requirements.  SAPELI safety doors are available in Class 2 and 3 
security standards and are intended for use in apartments, offices and other premises 
requiring security. The both sides of door surface may be finished with CPL or of natural 
veneer. Security doors  should be installed by a SAPELI authorized installer. Security 
doors are not available with a secondary lock. 
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A carefully selected accessory may enhance overall impression of the final product. Door 
handles and door hardware serve apart from functionality an important aesthetic purpose.  
Such elements are a statement of your decorative taste and attest to your ability to align all 
interior space components down to its seemingly unimportant and small detail.

MORGAN

SENZA SPY

ANDY

SONIA

DENY TRINITY

ENTERO II

LINUM MINIMAL MAXIMAL

DESIGN M4 MINI-V

PRAKTIK 01

MISTY FORSAPPROMO

ENTERO

KVADRA

NOVA

MORGAN

JAMESON

LUSY

STREET

H
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Door edges

Aluminum edges

SEMI-GROOVED 
ALUMINUM EDGE

NON-GROOVED 
ALUMINUM EDGE

SIDE WING ALUMINUM 
EDGE

ALUMINUM EDGE 
DOOR FRAME

Surface mounted 
trim types

542 3

LH8 9

H – VENEER, CPL LAMINATES,  
CPL METAL-FIBERGLASS,  
FOIL

R – VENEER, 
CPL METAL-FIBERGLASS

D

8

L M – CAN BE USED FOR 
EMBEDDED TYPE OF EDGE

9

2 41 3 5

Glass panel  
securing trims

NON-GROOVED 
ALUMINUM EDGE BLACK

EDGE O3VENEER EDGE S2 CPL LAMINATES 
EDGE P2

CPL LAMINATES
EDGE S2

VENEER EDGE S3

SIDE WING 
EDGE

NON-GROOVED 
EDGE O3  

2O3 – WITH DOUBLE 
SEMI-GROOVED EDGE 43 DB
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SCREEN TRANSPARENTSAPELUX WHITE

CHINCHILLA TRANSPARENTPLANIBEL COLORED BRONZEFLOAT TRANSPARENT

TRANSPARENT TREE BARKCROSS REEDED TRANSPARENT

Please contact your local dealer for extensive product selection.
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HINGE 80/10

HINGE VX7939/160 PLANUM 
HINGE MINI SATIN 80/10 
FOR WOODEN FRAMES

HINGE VX7939/100 HINGE METRIK

HINGE TUKAN

Hinges for semi-grooved doors

DOOR LOCK KOMFORT
(METAL LATCH AND DEADBOLT)

DOOR LOCK FOR PIVOT DOORS

DOOR LOCK PRAKTIK
(PLASTIC LATCH AND DEADBOLT)

DOOR LOCK PREMIUM
(SILENT LATCH)

DOOR LOCK  
WITH MAGNETIC LATCHDoor 

locks

CYLINDER DOOR LOCK  
(DOOR HANDLE WITH LOCK) 

CYLINDER DOOR LOCK  
(LOCK-LESS DOOR HANDLE) 3 POINT LOCK SYSTEM DOOR LOCK 

HINGE SOFT HINGE SOFT TUKANHINGE SOFT 4H

Hinges for doors HARMONIE
SWINGING HINGESWINGING HINGE

Hinges for swinging doors

PIVOT TYPE HINGE (KUBIKA)
PIVOT TYPE HINGE GP  
(METALLIC)

Hinges for non-grooved doors

HINGE BASYS DX 61HINGE SAPTEC

HINGE VX7729/160 PLANUM
HINGE SFS JUST 
(METAL DOOR FRAME)

HINGE SFS JUST
(WOODEN DOOR FRAME) 

HINGE ESPRIT PREMIUM
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SILVER ASH BIRCH AMERICAN MAPLE

ASH

Veneer with vertical grain

NATURAL MAPLE

EUROPEAN MAPLE

STRAIGHT GRAINED 
SPRUCE

KNOTTY SPRUCE
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AMERICAN OAK

NATURAL OAK

EUROPEAN OAK

EUROPEAN CHERRYKNOTTY OAK

INDIAN APPLE PEARNATURAL CHERRY

ZEBRAWOOD

AMERICAN CHERRYNATURAL BEECH

ALDERCROSS CUT OAK

STRAIGHT GRAINED 
LARCH

BUBINGA SLICED ROTARY CUT BUBINGA

BEECHLEMON WOOD

PADAUK MAHOGANY
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NATURAL MAHOGANYPOLENSKO PLUM

SILVER ASH BIRCHKNOTTY WALNUT CROSS CUT WALNUT

AFRICAN WALNUTWENGEMACASSAR

Veneer with  horizontal grain  

PLUS COMPLETE LINE 
OF HUNDREDS OF 
EXCLUSIVE AND
DESIGNER VENEERS

EUROPEAN MAPLE AMERICAN MAPLE NATURAL MAPLESILVER OAK

EUROPEAN WALNUT

NATURAL WALNUTAMERICAN WALNUT

SILVER ZEBRAWOODSATIN WALNUTARCTIC WALNUT
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ASH

AMERICAN OAK

LEMON WOOD BEECH ALDER

KNOTTY OAKNATURAL BEECH NATURAL OAKEUROPEAN OAK

EUROPEAN CHERRY

INDIAN APPLE

AMERICAN CHERRY

PEAR

NATURAL CHERRYCROSS CUT OAK

ZEBRAWOOD

KNOTTY SPRUCESTRAIGHT GRAINED SPRUCE

STRAIGHT GRAINED LARCH BUBINGA SLICED
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PADAUK NATURAL MAHOGANYMAHOGANY POLENSKO PLUM

EUROPEAN WALNUT AMERICAN WALNUT NATURAL WALNUT

KNOTTY WALNUT CROSS CUT WALNUT

AFRICAN WALNUT

WENGEMACASSAR

STAINED
- OAK

Painted finishes

WHITE SMOOTH WHITE POROUSARCTIC WALNUT SILVER ZEBRAWOOD

SILVER OAKBUBINGA ROTARY CUT 

SATIN WALNUT
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WHITE SMOOTH BLEACHED OAK

BLEACHED TEXTURE

WHITE PEARL MAPLEWHITE POROUS TEAK

CPL LAMINATE PAINTED FINISHES CPL LAMINATE HORIZONTAL GRAIN

IVORY

SILVER F509

WENGESILVER

CPL LAMINATE VERTICAL GRAIN CPL LAMINATE TEXTURE VERTICAL GRAIN

BEECH BEECH TEXTUREMETAL-LAMINATEPEAR WHITE ASH TEXTURE ASH TEXTURE MAPLE TEXTURE BEECH TEXTURESILVER U765 OAK TEXTURE
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SILVER U765
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SILVER OAK TEXTURESOUR CHERRY TEXTURE CHERRY TEXTURE PLUM TEXTURE

CPL LAMINATE TEXTURE HORIZONTAL GRAIN

ASH TEXTURE OAK TEXTURE

WALNUT TEXTURE

TEAK TEXTUREWENGE TEXTURE AMERICAN WALNUT TEXTURE

WHITE OAK OAK ELM OLIVE GREY PLUM

SAPDECOR ®

SAPELIT ®

WHITE PEARL MAPLE BEECH OAK WALNUT
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CHERRY DEEP WHITE GLOSS WHITE MATTE

HIGH GLOSS FINISHES

WHITE GLOSS GLACIER WHITE GLOSS

CHAMPAGNE GLOSS CAPPUCCINO GLOSS

METAL GLOSS BLACK GLOSS BLACK MATTE

VANILLA GLOSS SILVER GLOSS RED GLOSS

HPL LAVA STONE HPL ANDESITE STONE

DESIGNER FINISHES

HPL CONCRETEHPL RUSTED METAL SHEETHPL AUTUMN STONE

KARTON

KARTONHPL SLATE STONE
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HPL CHERRY TEXTURE

HPL WHITE ASH  
TEXTURE

HPL BEECH TEXTUREHPL SOUR CHERRY TEXTURE

HPL WALNUT TEXTURE

HPL ASH TEXTURE

HPL LAMINATE  FINISHES VERTICAL GRAIN
MULTIPLEX SILVER MULTIPLEX OAK

SILVER WHITE

DOOR EDGES ABS  
STANDARD SELECTION

HPL SOUR CHERRY TEXTURE

HPL WALNUT TEXTURE

HPL ASH TEXTURE

HPL BEECH TEXTURE HPL CHERRY TEXTURE

HPL WENGE TEXTURE

HPL WHITE ASH TEXTURE

HPL WENGE TEXTURE

HPL WHITE SMOOTH

DECORATIVE FINISHES ACCORDING 
TO ARPA PATTERN SCHEDULE*

DECORATIVE FINISHES ACCORDING 
TO EGGER PATTERN SCHEDULE*

DECORATIVE FINISHES ACCORDING 
TO POLYREY PATTERN SCHEDULE*

DECORATIVE FINISHES ACCORDING 
TO MAX PATTERN SCHEDULE*

*For more details and product pricing please contact local SAPELI representative.

HPL LAMINATE FINISHES ARE AVAILABLE BASED ON  EGGER PATTERNS, 
POLYREY, MAX AND ARPA (ALU MAGIC). 
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Veneer Stained 
veneer

Premium 
veneer Livre Painted 

finishes Sapdecor CPL lami-
nate

CPL 
laminate 
finishes

Sapelit HPL lami-
nate Karton High 

Gloss
Designer 
finishes

Akord • • •
Alegro • •
Bergamo • • • • • • •
Bonalana •
Damier • •
Domino • • • • • •
Elegant • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Hanum® • • • • • •
Harmonie • • • • • • •
Kubika • •
Linum® • • • • •
Lotos® • • • • • • •
Metalik • • • •
Mera • • • • • •
Note® • • •
Swing • • • • • • •
Tarugo® • •
Tenga • • • •
Venecia • • • • •

For more information regarding combination of door models and their surface finishes please contact local Sapeli Dealer.
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Conditioning coconut soap based cleaning agent
This cleaning agent is intended for use on wooded doors, etched and stained glass panels, all types of 
furniture, both varnished and non-varnished as well as interior and exterior hardwood floor and wall 
mouldings.

Acrylate based door panel polish
Acrylate based polish is applied to achieve high gloss and to create a protective layer on wooden door 
panels and furniture.

Glass panel cleaner and SAPELI microfibre polishing cloth
A special polishing cloth SAPELI is made of proprietary fine micro fibres.  Glass panel cleaning agent is 
intended for maintenance of etched glass panels and mirrors.
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Please contact 
your local SAPELI 
representative for 
further information;  
this will ensure service 
with highest standard 
of quality.   
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